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ABSTRACT

RESULTS

FINAL rPLC-ɛ VARIANT
FINAL PROTEIN GEL
Initial mutagenesis was carried out in a
pFastBac vector, followed by the creation
of an E. coli DH10Bac recombinant
bacmid.

TARGET / CLONING

The phospholipase C (PLC)-e subfamily of PLC enzymes are signaling pathway
members found at highest concentration within the cardiovascular system.
Improper functioning of the enzyme, whether due to overstimulation or
changes in expression, has far-reaching effects within the human body. The
mechanisms by which PLC-e activity is regulated in these processes remain
unknown, as does the physical structure of the enzyme. In this study, we
sought to generate a stable PLC-e fragment retaining enzymatic activity that
was also amenable to crystallization. Mutagenesis of PLC-e DNA was
performed to remove two peripheral flexible regions of the enzyme. This DNA
was subsequently used to generate a baculovirus and infect insect cells for
protein expression. The protein of interest was harvested, purified, and
subjected to crystallization screening. Once protein crystals have been
obtained, diffraction data will be collected and the structure determined. This
structure represents an important turning point for unraveling the complete
structure of PLC-e.

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY PIPELINE

FAST PROTEIN LIQUID CHROMATOGRPAHY

BACKGROUND

Expression and purification of
the PLC-e EF-RA1 variant was
successful and resulted in a
high protein yield. This high
yield suggests that the protein
is properly folded and stable.
To determine the thermal
stability of the protein, its
melting temperature (Tm) was
determined using Differential
Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF).
Initial results suggest the EFRA1 mutant has increased
stability compared to other
PLC-e variants tested in our
lab (see below).

Data suggests the PH and RA2 domains of the enzyme have flexibility, which
prevents a stable crystal structure from forming. A variant (EF – RA1) created
by removing these domains should have higher stability leading to better
protein expression and crystallization, while still retaining enzymatic activity
due to an intact catalytic core.

CRYSTALLIZATION

The protein was expressed in a baculovirus
system using Sf9 insect cells. The
purification process included a nickel
affinity column, an ion exchange column,
and size exclusion chromatography
performed using a Fast Protein Liquid
Chromatography (FPLC). The FPLC
chromatogram above contains target
protein in the highest peak on the graph.
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY SCREENS
The hanging drop vapor diffusion method
was used to screen crystallization
conditions at 4 °C. (see examples below)
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PH-C

51.06

0.2882

PHC ΔRA2

50.67

0.1848

PHC ΔRA1

47.37

0.4042

Core

48.36

0.4758

EF-C

50.27

0.6939

EF – RA1

57.51

0.16

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The high expression and increased thermal stability indicate that the PLC-e EFRA1 variant is a promising crystallization target. Following the identification of
preliminary crystallization conditions, these conditions will be optimized in
subsequent screens. Diffraction data from final crystals will be collected at the
Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Lab), and the structure solved
using molecular replacement.
Additional structural information will be gained using Small-Angle X-Ray
Scattering (SAXS) for a lower resolution protein structure using an orthogonal
technique. This information will be used to better understand the structure and
function of full-length PLC-ɛ .

FINAL STRUCTURE

Phospholipase C-ɛ shares a highly conserved catalytic core (C2, EF Hands, TIM
Barrel, and PH) with all PLC isozymes. The core is required for PIP2 or PI4P
hydrolysis. PLC-e is distinguished from other PLC proteins by the addition of
an N-terminal guanine nucleotide exchange factor domain (CDC25), and two
C-terminal Ras association (RA) domains.

EXPRESSION / PURIFICATION

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING FLUORIMETRY
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